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All reports have a beginning, a body and an ending. 
Reports based on research generally include the 
following sections:

Beginning
Title page
This includes the title of report, your name and date

Executive summary
The executive summary is a summary of the whole 
report. It usually contains one sentence summaris-
ing each major section of the report.

Introduction
The introduction provides context and background 
and clearly states the purpose of the report. It also 
outlines what will be covered in the following sec-
tions so the reader knows what to expect.

Body
Body covers what you found and what it means

Ending
Conclusion & recommendations Sums up what you 
found and makes recommendations

Structure of reports

Body

Ending

Title Page
Executive Summary
Introduction

Results
Discussion

Conclusion
Recommendations

References

Context background
Purpose

Beginning
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Table of contents are used in longer reports and are written on a separate page. The following is a general 
guide to the structure of a research report. Note that all reports have a particular purpose so the format will 
often vary.

Structure of reports > Table of contents

Sample – Table of Contents
Title Page - separate page

Table of Contents 
- separate page
- for reports longer than a couple of pages

Executive Summary – separate page       

1.0 Introduction                                                             
Context
Purpose    

2.0 Main section of the report                                       
Includes

2.2 Methodology / method ( not always required) 
2.3  Results / Findings         
2.4 Discussion – interpretation of the results              

2.0 Conclusion/s                                                            
Summary of what was found
No new information

3.0 Recommendations ( NOT ALWAYS REQUIRED)                                                  
Based on conclusions
Offering possible changes or solutions

 4.0 Bibliography / Reference List                                  

Use your own 
headings and 
sub-headings 
relevant to your 
report{
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Report - E- Supply Chain management- RFID technology and Wal-Mart

Table of Contents

Executive Summary……………………………………………………………………………..  2
Introduction………………………………………………………………………………………. 3

Benefits…………………………………………………………………………………………… 4
Challenges………………………………………………………………………………………..  6
Future……………………………………………………………………………………………... 8

Conclusion………………………………………………………………………………………..  8
Bibliography………………………………………………………………………………………. 9

Structure of reports > Sample Table of contents
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An executive summary provides a quick overview or synopsis of a report, summarising the essential 
parts. The executive summary / abstract is generally written last. This allows you to summarise all the major 
areas of the report.

Sample executive summary – E – Supply Chain management

Structure of reports > Executive Summary

The aims of this  research report is to examine RFID technology and its 
adoption by retail giant, Wal-Mart. Specifically, this report focuses on 
the key benefits and challenges with RFID technology and its imple-
mentation at Wal-Mart. The key benefits of RFID technology outlined 
are, improved inventory visibility, increased efficiency with replenish-
ments the reduction in labour costs and the correlation of these in re-
gard to improved sales figures. Also discussed are the main challenges 
of RFID technology namely, data storage requirements and associated 
costs and RFID contested standardisation. The future implementation 
strategy for RFID technology in Wal-Mart is likely to focus on high end 
electronics such as CD’s, DVD’s and a push into items such as foot-
wear and jewellery.

Notice how the 
executive sum-
mary summarises 
the three main ar-
eas of this report
Benefits
Challenges
Future of RFID 
in the Table of 
contents
{
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A good introduction is important in a report. It should give the reader all the information required to under-
stand the importance and relevance of the report. It should clearly state:

• the context of the report
• the purpose of the report

Sample introduction – E – Supply Chain management
Notice how the following introduction presents the  
context  - the need for technology 
             -  RFID technology in the Wal –Mart Company
 purpose - benefits, challenges and future implications of RFID technology at Wal Mart

Structure of reports > The Introduction

Technology is present in every aspect of today’s society. It is designed to save 
time, complete tasks and make processes simpler and cost effective. Wal-
Mart is a retail company consisting of numerous stores, which is heavily reliant 
on technology in areas such as inventory management, billing machinery and 
data/ record keeping. These technologies allow Wal-Mart to maintain its grow-
ing databases of information and records and contribute to the company’s abil-
ity to be productive and successful. In fact Wal-Mart’s business growth strat-
egy relies on monitoring all staff productivity and materials sent across different 
stores and countries in order to improve efficiencies of its warehouses world-
wide. Radio Frequency Identification Data (RFID) a system that transmits the 
identity of objects or people wirelessly in the form of serial numbers (bar-codes) 
through using radio waves, has been introduced to manage and eliminate any 
problems that may arise within the inventory control process. This report ex-
amines the benefits, challenges and the implications for the future of the imple-
mentation of the Radio Frequency Identification in the Wal-Mart company.

Context

Purpose
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What’s the difference between executive summaries and introductions?

Structure of reports > Differences

Executive summary                                                
• Summarises the whole report in a logical 

order 

• Outlines purpose,findings, conclusions 

& recommendations (generally one sen-

tence for each section) 

• Written last mainly in past tense

 Introduction                                              
• Does not summarise findings

• Outlines context and background.

• Sets out the purpose of report  
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Understanding paragraph structure is very useful and forms the basis of good writing. Good quality reports 
and essays are made up of good paragraphs. The TEEL structure shown here will help you write strong 
clear paragraphs and give you skills to edit your work.

Paragraph Structure
Topic Sentence - Main idea

Support Sentences
Expand / explain on main idea
Evidence - Introduce theory and /or example
Link back to topic - optional

Sample paragraph 
The following paragraph on the benefits of radio frequency identification data shows how paragraphs are built 
using the TEEEL structure 

Paragraphs

Inventory visibility improvement has been one of the key benefits that Wal-Mart 

has experienced. The use of RFID in the company has streamlined product 

tracking. A test conducted highlighted that the use of RFID tags in Wal-Mart 

showed a 20% improvement in their inventory visibility (Webster 2008). From 

the use of RFID tagging, Wal-Mart has been able to achieve near complete 

visibility of their entire products’ movement. This starts from the manufactur-

ing point to the point of purchase at the Wal-Mart stores.  The process be-

gins when the suppliers of Wal-Mart insert the tags of the RFID chips onto the 

products, and then ships them to Wal-Mart distribution centres and stores. 

Once these chips are inserted, they are able to be tracked by Wal-Mart, thus 

improving inventory visibility.

Topic sentence 

Explanation 

Evidence 
(theory)

Example

Link 
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Sample paragraph two
The following paragraph on the challenges of radio frequency identification data shows how paragraphs are 
built using the TEEEL structure 

Paragraphs

A major challenge with RFID is data generation and storage. Wal-Mart extend-

ed its RFID implementation in store, to each individual product item (Palmer 

2004). This move creates an increasing 7 terabytes of operational RFID data 

daily. Earlier software with the primary purpose of transaction information was 

not capable of handling such masses of information.  Entire new levels of soft-

ware architecture had to be designed to handle supply chain traceability, audit-

ing, customer preference recognition and real time tracking. Real time tracking 

of products is the primary challenge, requiring databases to infinitely gather, 

screen, and condense valid RFID information. The sheer volume of concurrent 

information that needs to be stored and in a readable form is huge. Administra-

tion, storage and technical costs will be a continual liability.

Topic sentence 

Explanation 

Evidence 
(theory)

Example

Explanation

Link 
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There are two useful strategies for including references in your writing:
• Reporting words/ phrases
• Linking words/ phrases

Choosing the most appropriate reporting words is important as it represents the original writer by showing 
the degree of certainty of their opinion or findings. When using words from the following list, be aware that 
their meanings all differ. 

Reporting words/ phrases

Suggest(s) (that) Maintain(s) (that) Argue(s) (that)

Found (that) According (to) Promote(s)

Outline(s) Establish(ed) (by) Focus(es) on

Asserts (that) Define(s) Show(s)

Conclude(s) (that) Claim(s) (that) State(s)

Report(s) Mention(s) Address(es)

 
 

Integrating references in your writing
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Below are sample paragraphs of integrating references into the writing.

Integrating references > Sample paragraphs

There are several issues relating to the standardisation of RFID tech-
nology. Kanellakis (2005)  proposes that the two primary US rival 
RFID technology drivers of RFID standardisation are ISO and EPC 
(Wal-Marts chosen designer/supplier). Both providers hold technology 
patents that will interfere with the others potential growth. Both bod-
ies are backed by fairly prominent support and are in full utilisation. 
However the RFID encoding design by the bodies are not interoper-
able. RFID scanners cannot recognise or read tags designed by the 
other company. This is an issue that plagues innumerable other RFIDs 
around the globe. The concern is that RFID is a technology that is be-
ing applied globally, and not only can it not, but is also having difficul-
ties domestically.

Author and (date) at the 
beginning of the sentence

(Author and date) at the 
end of the sentence 

The alternative referencing style in the text is to place the reference in brackets at the end of the 
sentence. Look at the following example:

The two primary US rival RFID technology drivers of RFID 
standardisation are ISO anEPC (Kanellakis 2005). 
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Due to contested standardisation there are numerous countries that do 
not accept various types of RFID, with every separate country having 
its own set of standards. There are multiple frequencies utilised by Wal-
Mart that are not accepted in Europe. For example, France does not 
allow any type of UHF enabled RFID, due to interference with military 
bands (King 2009). This hinders Wal-Marts prospects of expansion 
and trading with Europe. There are hundreds of RFID manufacturers 
globally with multiple competing bodies working to standardise the 
industry. With such numerous differing departments and producers 
competing within the industry with no set benchmark, Wal-Mart will 
continue to run into difficulties involving international operations.

Integrating references > Sample paragraphs

Notice the use of linking 
words (for example) to 
introduce referenced theory
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Linking words enable the writer to show the connections between ideas. In the 
next paragraph notice how the use of linking words helps the ideas to flow. 

Integrating references > Linking words 

The RFID tags are programmed to allow employees to receive notifications about the number of 
products leaving the shelf. As a result, employees are able to continually replenish products on the 
shelves rather than the time consuming process of manually checking shelves. In fact, researchers 
at the University of Arkansas noted that Wal-Mart’s faster pace in resupplying the products enabled 
them to reduce excess inventory that they witnessed before the RFID tags were enabled (Rehring 
2005).  Clearly a key benefit of the tags is that employees don’t have to manually create checklists of 
all the products on the floor.  In addition, the tags allow Wal-Mart to control and monitor the amount of 
inventory they need more effectively. 

Examples
Firstly,
Furthermore,
In addition,
However,
In contrast,
Consequently,


